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PLUGGING FLOWS
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PETER B. PERCELL AND F. WESLEY WILSON, JR.

Abstract. A plug construction is a local modification of a nonsingular flow

which severs certain kinds of recurrence properties. In this paper we

investigate the effect of plug constructions on minimal sets, the

nonwandering set, and the chain recurrent set and the explosions of these

sets when a plug construction is perturbed.

1. Let | be a nonsingular C vector field on a smooth manifold M" (n > 3).

In previous papers [1] and [2], we have used local (plug) modifications of £ to

obtain a new vector field £ which is homotopic to £ and which has much more

simple recurrence properties. However in [3], we discover that under per-

turbations of £, the recurrence properties of £ may reappear. In this paper, we

describe some new examples based on plug constructions, and we gain some

insight into the relationship between plug constructions and recurrence. In

particular, we obtain some examples which lead to interesting comparisons of

the nonwandering set and the chain recurrent set. We have an example where

the chain recurrent set explodes, but the nonwandering set does not. Thanks

are due to Charles Conley for pointing out the usefulness of chain recurrence

in studying these examples.

We shall use the following notational conventions in this paper. Let £ be a

nonsingular vector field on M. By a homotopy of £ we shall always mean a

homotopy through nonsingular vector fields. Since we shall be dealing with

compact manifolds and C vector fields (1 < r < oo), it follows that £

induces a C action of the additive reals on the manifold. This action is

customarily called the flow generated by £. We shall abuse notation by also

letting £: M X R -» M denote the flow generated by the vector field £.

1. The plug construction. A flow box for £ is a coordinate neighborhood U

in M with coordinates (x,, x2,..., x„) such that a < x, < b and x, is the

time parameterization of the flow which is induced by £, i.e. £|t/ =9/3x,.

Usually U is a topological «-ball. The ingress region of U is designated by

U+ and the egress region is designated by U~. These sets are diffeomorphic

by the flow. £ is tangent to U along the remainder of its boundary (3(7 - U +
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Ut/_), and we call this set the sides oj U.

— Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y.

■ Sides of U

Figure 1. A flow box

Let V c U be a closed set which is the union of full trajectory segments,

and such that V+ = V n U+ is a subset of the interior of U+.

Definition 1.1. A plug for (U, V) is a nonsingular vector field £ on U such

that

1. £ coincides with £ near dU.

2. Every £ trajectory which begins in V+ = V n U+ (respectively, in

V~ = V n U~) remains in U for all positive time (negative time, respec-

tively).

3. If y is a J trajectory which leaves U in positive and in negative time, then

y n U coincides with one of the £| U fibers in some neighborhood of 3 U.

In [1], it is shown that there are smooth plugs which have four minimal sets

which are ^-dimensional tori (1 < k < n — 2) on which the restricted flow is

dense, and which have a hyperbolic structure in the complementary dimen-

sions. These are the only limit sets of £|i/. The relationship of the flow and

these minimal sets is analogous to the relationship of the flow and the

singular points in Figure 2(a). We note that by coalescing the upper pair and

the lower pair, we can obtain an example which no longer has a hyperbolic

structure and which has only two minimal sets (Figure 2(b)). We shall usually

be thinking of this simple plug, throughout this paper.

(a) Almost Morse-Smale plug (b) Simple plug

Figure 2.   Some 2-dimensional plugs

The third property of a plug is satisfied if the plug satisfies the mirror-image
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property. If - a < x, < a, then we can express this property in coordinates,

cf.[l]:

£l ( — X\> X2> • • • > Xn) = il (Xl' X2> • • • ' Xnh

tk(-xx, x2,..., x„) = -£k(xx, x2,...,x„)   fork = 2,..., n.

In addition to [1] and [2], there are two other examples of uses of plugs in

the literature. The first of these is the example given by Brock Fuller [4] of a

flow on a solid torus which is transverse at the boundary and for which the

only periodic solution is contractible. Fuller did not view this as a plug

construction, but we shall now describe it in this way. Let us begin with the

flow on the solid torus which is transverse (inwards) at the boundary and

which has one periodic solution which is asymptotically stable and which

attracts the whole solid torus. Let U be a flow box which is centered on the

periodic solution, and let V denote the contraction of U which results from

following the flow forward once around the solid torus. We can build a

Fuller-type example which has two periodic solutions by plugging (U, V).

However, in this case the contracton of the flow is so strong that the third

property of the plug is not used. We can obtain the original Fuller example

(with just one periodic solution) by using a weaker version of the plug for

(U, V) which only satisfies properties 1 and 2.

The other example is P. Schweitzer's construction [5] of a C ' 3-dimensional

plug which is not a 3-ball and which does not contain any periodic solutions,

only Denjoy minimal sets. This construction yields a plug which does not

absorb an open set (V). However, by [1], any nonsingular flow is homotopic

to a flow which has only finitely many periodic solutions, and so by inserting

Schweitzer's plugs to sever these, one obtains examples of C ' flows on every

3-manifold.(and in every homotopy class) which have only Denjoy minimal

sets.

In general, a plug will absorb (positively) a subset A+ of U+ and (nega-

tively) a subset A~ of U~. It is always the case that A* and A~ are

diffeomorphic by the parallel flow on U. In Schweitzer's construction, A + has

no interior. In each of the other examples A+ is an (n — l)-manifold with

boundary. We shall call the global saturation of dA + the attracted manifold

of U, and the global saturation of dA ~. the repelled manifold of U. For the

almost Morse-Smale plugs, these sets are indeed the attracted and repelled

manifolds of saddles in U. For the simple plug, they play a similar role. We

shall also have occasion to refer to the respective saturations of A + and of

A ~. We shall denote these sets respectively t/a(£) and t/r(f ) and call them

the attracted region of the plug P = (U,Ç) and the repelled region of P.

We conclude this section with a discussion of the homotopy properties of

plug constructions. Clearly f \U is not even C° close to £\U. However, they
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are homotopic rel(9i/). To see this, we observe that the simple plug construc-

tion has no vertical upwards vector, and so its convex combination with £| U

(if + (1 - s)£) gives a nonsingular homotopy. On the other hand, an almost

Morse-Smale plug (Figure 2(a)) is clearly homotopic to a simple plug (Figure

2(b)).

2. Plug-saturation. The other idea in [1] is that if M is compact, then there is

a finite family of flow boxes { i^ }*_, for £ with corresponding subflow boxes

V¡ c U¡ such that every £ trajectory intersects the interior of some Vi in

positive time and of some Vj in negative time [1, Theorem A]. Let ? be a

vector field on M such that £|M - \Jk.xU¡ = £\M - \Jk-iU¡ and such that

£ - S\U, is a plug construction for (U¡, V¡). Then [P¡ = (U¡, £,-)} is called a

plug-saturation for £. f has the property that every trajectory enters the

interior of some A¡+ (of some A¿~) in finite positive (negative, respectively)

time. Thus a plug-saturation ? of £ has the property that the only o- and

«-limit sets of £ are the minimal sets in the plugs [1].

Lemma 2.1. IJ Ç is a plug-saturation o/£ with plugs {P¡ = (U¡, ?,)}*.,, then

there is a positive bound T such that every £ trajectory originating in M —

U*_ií^ intersects the interior of some A¡+ in positive time < T and intersects

the interior of some A~ in negative time > — T.

Proof. Suppose that there is a convergent sequence of points {x„)^x and

a properly divergent sequence of positive times {/„}"„, such that the trajec-

tory segment from x„ with positive length t„ fails to intersect any A*. Let

x0 = lim xn. Now the positive semitrajectory from x0 enters the interior of A*

in time t0. By continuity, the positive semitrajectories from x„ enter the

interior of A¡+ in times less than t0 + 1, contrary to the choice of {(x„, /„)}.

Thus a positive bound T must exist. Similarly, a negative bound must exist.

We call a plug-saturation for £ an Ü-saturation if £ has the property that its

nonwandering set fl is the union of the finite collection of minimal sets in the

plugs. In particular, a plug-saturation is an ß-saturation if it has the property

that no positive trajectory segment of f joins U~ to U¡+. Using this

observation and looking carefully at the proof of [1, Lemma 2.4], we see that

the following result is actually proved in [1].

Theorem 2.2. Let £ be a nonsingular C vector field on the compact manifold

M" (1 < r < oo). Then there is a plug construction ^for £ with respect to plugs

{P¡ = (í^)}í-i such that

l.£«£rel(M- U*.,^);
2. £ is an û-saturation.

Defintion 2.3 (cf. [3]). £ is an almost Morse-Smale vector field if £ has a
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finite number of periodic solutions, they are all hyperbolic, and their union is

a.

Corollary 2.4. If £ is a nonsingular C vector field on a compact manifold

M (1 < r < oo), then £ is homotopic to an almost Morse-Smale vector field.

Proof. Apply the theorem using almost Morse-Smale plug constructions.

Theorem 2.5 (cf. [6, §8]). Let £ be a C vector field on a compact manifold

M" (1 < r < oo). Then there is a plug construction f with respect to the single

plugP = (U,$\U)such that

\.t a£rel(A/- U),

2. P is the analogue of one of the examples in Figure 2,

3. {P} is a plug-saturation o/£,

4. üe is the invariant cylinder of Ç\U which is bounded by the two periodic

solutions in the case of the simple plug, or in the case of an almost Morse-

Smale plug, Qt is the union of the four periodic solutions and of the invariant

cylinder which is bounded by the saddles.

Proof. By [1, Theorem A], we can find a finite plug-saturation f0 with

plugs {P¡ = (Uj, ti))ktmv Let y be an arc in the complement of the plugs

which joins the side of Ux to the side of U2. By transversality theory [7], y can

be chosen so that 7y is transverse to £ in TM. Since n > 3, this means that £

is never tangent to y. Thus we can find an embedded ribbon y X 7 in the

complement of the plugs so that y X 0 is an arc in the side of Ux, so that

y X 1 is an arc in the side of U2, and so that y X 7 is transverse to £. This

ribbon can be thickened by trajectory segments so that Ux\j U2 U (y X 7 X

7) is a flow box, cf. Figure 3.

Figure 3. Joining two flow boxes

Continuing inductively, we can construct a single flow box U which

contains U*-,£^. Note that the ingress and egress regions of U contain the
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respective ingress and egress regions of each U¡, and that there is a plug

construction f | U so that the regions A + and A ~ include the regions U ?_ XA,+

and Uk*.xA¡~, respectively. This means that (U, £) is a plug-saturation of £

and also that every point exterior to U is wandering. Thus flf is a closed

invariant set which is a subset of U. The following lemmas are useful for the

determination of Öf.

Lemma 2.6. The attracted and repelled manifolds of P have nonempty intersec-

tion.

Proof. If they have empty intersection, then the forward image of A ~ is a

proper subset of the interior of A +, and so Ur(Ç ) U U is a closed region in

M. This region is not all of M, since it does not contain points which are

carried into dA + in positive time. Thus P fails to be a plug-saturation of £.

Lemma 2.7. P = (U,Ç) can be chosen so that the attracted and repelled

manifolds of P intersect transversely.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, there is a time T such that each point in dA ~ is

carried by £ into the interior of A + in time < T. In particular, there is no

trajectory which originates in dA ~ and which intersects dA + directly above

dA ~ without first intersecting the interior of A +, i.e. for each point p EdA~

which is mapped into dA + by the positive f-flow (say in time t0 < T), there is

a dA~ neighborhood Wp of p such that the map of Wp into U+ in time

approximately t0 has its image nowhere above Wp. On the other hand, if

p EdA~ is carried into U+ in time f, < T, but the image point is not in dA +,

then there is a neighborhood Wp of p in dA ~ such that the map of Wp into

U + in time approximately tx has its image nowhere above Wp. Consider the

closed subset of dA ~ X [0, T] consisting of those pairs (p, t) such that the f

flow translation of p for time / lies in i/+, but such that no such translation

for a shorter time lies in A+. This set is covered by open sets of the form

Wp X (t - o, t + e) where e is smaller than the time length of U, and hence

has ajinite subcover {W¡ X (t¡ - e, t¡ + e)}*.,. Let V, Ç W¡ be chosen so

that V¡ ç W¡ and so that {V¡ x (t¡ - e, /, + ¿)}k.x is still a covering. By a

standard relative transversality argument, we can find a small isotopic per-

turbation of dA ~ so that the isotopy is the identity on the complement of Wi

and so that the map of V¡ into U + in approximately time t, is transversal to

ó\4 +. Using the flow isotopy construction of [8, Theorem 5.6] and of [9] we

can alter fin U so that (U, f ) is still a plug, but so that dA ~ has been altered

by this isotopy. Note that dA + has also been altered, but not near the target

area for W¡ X (t¡ - e, /, + e). Using the openness of transversality we can

repeat this process inductively to obtain the result of this lemma.

We continue the proof of the theorem by assuming that f has been chosen
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so that the attracted and repelled manifolds of f have transversal intersection.

If P is an almost Morse-Smale plug, then we have a cycle of intersecting

invariant manifolds of hyperbolic periodic solutions, and every intersection

except for the one in the plug is transverse. Thus by the Cloud Lemma [10], it

follows that Qe is the union of the periodic solutions in the plug, together with

the invariant cylinder which is the pair of coincident invariant manifolds. To

see that fif has the analogous form for the choice of a simple plug, we observe

that during the homotopy between Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), the attracted

and repelled regions are affected only regarding their internal structure, and

consequently the only change in fi during the homotopy is the obvious

coalescence of the periodic solutions.

Remark. Lemma 2.7 could have been proved as an application of Percell's

Condition G [11]. However, since the present context is slightly different from

his previous context, the required adaptations are more complicated than the

proof which we have given. Essentially what we have done is to reestablish

the density of condition G in this rather simple case.

3. Some consequences of the one-plug construction. The examples obtained

in Theorem 2.5 have some interesting consequences. By choosing simple

plugs, we have

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a compact n-manifold with Euler characteristic zero

(n > 3). Then every nonsingular vector field on M is homotopic to a nonsingular

vector field which has just two periodic solutions. They are unknotted, unlinked,

and have index zero. Moreover they are the a- and ui-limit of every other

trajectory in M. Finally, they are the common boundary of an invariant cylinder

which is the full nonwandering set of this vector field,

This theorem shows that the usual algebraic invariants of periodic solutions

cannot be used to determine the homotopy class of a vector field. The

analogous result with an almost Morse-Smale plug has four hyperbolic

periodic solutions.

Recently, several people have been studying the "Poincaré mapping"

between local cross sections of a flow to obtain information about recurrence

[12], [13], and [14]. In the one-plug examples, the sets U~ and i/+ are cross

sections which intersect every trajectory. Moreover, if we totally understood

the Poincaré mapping between these cross sections, then we would have full

information about the flow. This is really a negative result, for it says that the

problem of classifying all Poincaré mappings is as difficult as the problem of

classifying all nonsingular flows.

Another interpretation of the one-plug examples can be given in terms of

separatrix behavior [15] and [16]. If fis a one-plug example with simple plug

F = (U, £), then the flow induced by f is elliptic with respect to the cylinder
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flf, i.e. every trajectory has its a- and «-limit at Qf. If p is a point in M — Qf

which does not lie on either the attracted or repelled manifolds of P, then

there is a neighborhood of p all of whose trajectories go from A ~ to A + in

about the same amount of time, i.e. the séparatrices of £ are the union of the

attracted and repelled manifolds of P. Under the hypothesis that these

manifolds intersect transversely, this separatrix set satisfies a natural "mani-

fold hypothesis", cf. [15]. It seems possible that this viewpoint may be useful

for unravelling the mysteries of the manifold hypothesis.

4. Chain recurrence. By this time, one begins to be impressed that the plug

construction should not be allowed to work. It is rather unreasonable that a

local homotopy-modification of a flow can alter the qualitative properties so

violently. But in fact it does work, which we interpret as an indictment of the

measures of qualitative behavior which we habitually use. We shall conclude

this paper by discussing a notion of recurrence which was recently introduced

by C. Conley [17], and which has the interesting property that it remains

unaffected by simple plug constructions.

Definition 4.1. An e-chain for £ is a collection

{x„ ..., xn+x, /„..., t„\x, E M, /,. > 1}

and such that the distance from £(x,, /,) to x(+, is less than e for i = 1,..., n.

The point x is called chain recurrent if for every e > 0, there is an e-chain

such that x, = xn+, = x-

We shall denote the chain recurrent set of £ by Tv It is clear that r{ is a

closed invariant set and that ßf c Tj, cf. [17].

Theorem 4.1. 7/£ is a simple plug modification o/£, then

r{nlM- IJ ^)crfnlM- IJ uX

Proof. Let x G r4 n (M - U f_, U¡) and let e > 0 be given. Then there is
an e-chain {x = x„ ..., xn+, = x, f.» • • • » tn) for x and £. We construct an

e-chain for x and f as follows. Take y, = x- W tne segment S = £(y „ [0, /,])

intersects no plugs, then we take /, as before and y2 = x2. Suppose S

intersects plugs P„ ..., Pk (in this order). There are two cases: (I) S enters

7, and is perturbed on the interior of 7„ but exits from 7, to continue on its

way, or (II) a portion of S is attracted in 7„ cf. Figure 4.

In (I) there is a time difference t, between the time that it takes to get

from S n C/,+ to S n U{~ along £ and along £. In this case, we choose

y, = X but we augment /, by t, and continue on P2. In case (II), we can
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Figure 4. A plug intersecting a trajectory segment

choose t\ so large that £ (v„ t'x) lies within e/2 of the attracting periodic

solution in Px. Choosey2 to lie on the invariant cylinder in Px, and within e of

£ (v„ r',). Choose r2 > 1 so that £(y2, Q lies within e/2 of the repelling

periodic solution in Px, and choose v3 to lie on the trajectory which again

becomes coincident with S and to lie within e of f (v2, f£), cf. Figure 5. The

choice of t'3 depends on what happens at P2, etc., but it is clear how we can

repeat this process to construct the desired e-chain to x* and on back to x-

Figure 5.  Continuing an e-chain through a plug

Note that this argument does not work for an almost Morse-Smale plug,

since e-chains cannot escape from the regions of attraction of the asymptoti-

cally stable periodic solutions.
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Let {fa}_i<a<ibea one-parameter family of vector fields. An ß-explosion

(T-explosion) occurs at a = 0 if there is a discontinuous increase in ß (T,

respectively) as the parameter a is varied from a < 0 to a > 0. There are

several studies of ß-explosions, cf. [10]. In [3], a case is examined where

perturbations of plug constructions cause ß-explosions. This is not too

surprising, since one expects nice perturbations of the vector field (e.g.

Kupka-Smale) to lead to T = ß, and since T often has subsets which are

transverse to the plugs, we would expect that ß would have to grow in order

to achieve equality. There is a slight hole in this argument, due to the fact that

the almost Morse-Smale plugs can destroy part of T in certain circumstances.

For example, in [3] there is an example of a plug construction such that every

Kupka-Smale perturbation is Morse-Smale. For this plug construction, it is

the case that Tf has been altered on the complement of the plugs.

For the present, we only wish to consider the case where an almost

Morse-Smale plug construction does destroy part of r{. By Theorem 4.1, the

analogous construction with simple plugs would not have destroyed this

portion of Tj (cf. the above cited example in [3]). Let {£,} be the family of

vector fields formed by taking fa to be a simple plug construction for

a > 0, fa to be an almost Morse-Smale plug construction for a < 0, and the

variation with a is precisely the homotopy between Figure 2(a) and Figure

2(b) as o -» 0 through negative values. Then there is no ß-explosion as a -» 0,

since ß is controlled by the plugs. On the other hand, the almost Morse-Smale

plug construction may control T for a < 0 (e.g. [3]), but must fail to control T

at a = 0, i.e. there is a T-explosion in the direction transverse to the plugs.

Thus it is not necessary that T and ß explode simultaneously.
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